RealTime Sales Inventory
Pick

RealTime Sales Order Pick is an entry level module
designed to automate the picking process over
inventory controlled stock rooms, with the aid of
barcodes and handheld devices.
Prior to the generation of pick notes, greater
visibility and control of the order pool is provided
through RealTime’s Interactive Control Panel, to
allow the priority and organisation in which, orders
are released and made ready for picking.
The use of handheld devices enables faster, more
accurate picking helping to reduce the number of
picking errors, which in turn, reduces the number
of customer returns. In addition to this, duplication
of effort is eliminated by automating the back
office task of ‘confirm picks’ and ‘despatch
confirms’ (optional).
The introduction of this new handheld device
based process allows item and quantity verification
via barcode scanning to ensure the correct
products / lot numbers are selected and the
correct number of items are picked.
By scanning the RealTime Inventory Pick Note, the
operator simply follows the on screen instructions
on the terminal display. The operator scans the
location, followed by the item / pallet and then
confirms the quantity picked.

Key Features/Benefits
 Supports System21 Sales Order Pick
transaction over an inventory controlled
stockroom on handheld devices.
 Complete control over the order pool using
the embedded control panel, allowing you
to prioritise and manage the order of
picking:
 Barcoded inventory pick note generated,
enabling the scanning and reading of order
and despatch sequence number
 Improved productivity by eliminating the
duplication of effort. Manual keying in of
‘confirm pick’ and ‘despatch confirm’
transactions is removed.
 Reduced number of Customer Returns due
to increased pick accuracy. Item
verification via barcode scanning ensures
the correct products / lot numbers are
picked correctly first time, every time.
 All transactions are recorded with realtime date, time and operator identification
stamping providing an audit trail.
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